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The 100th Meridian Murders (A CJ Hand Novel Book 5) by C. G. Haberman
5 Star Review: For those of us following criminal investigator CJ Hand, this is what we have been waiting for, and you
won’t be disappointed with ‘The 100th Meridian Murders: Volume Five by C. G. Haberman.
Realistic characters, descriptive writing that transport you to the Mid-West, USA, and a well-constructed mystery will
keep you engaged all the way to the end of the 60th chapter.
Let me begin by telling you that character Ivan Talcott has studied people well for years and blends into each crowd
with ease. He is a businessman by degree with a life goal of “building an empire of wealth without government
interference”. His professional skills as the top sharpshooter in the world help him secure funds to offshore accounts
and keep him on track to become a millionaire by age forty. Called back to the US from China, he accepts a proposal.
Investigator CJ Hand who now suffers from PTSD after recovering from being beaten nearly to death and left to die
three years ago returns to Lincoln, Nebraska. His wife Dee stands by his side and encourages him to completes his
doctoral degree. He is challenged by his entrepreneurial spirit to form his own consulting firm. One of his first consulting

contracts leads him into familiar territory that he thought he had left behind when a man in Keya Paha County finds a
human skeleton.
An environment activist group that stumbles into the 100th meridian study wants to know who or what group sponsored
the study?
Like any good mystery, it is the readers job to relate to one or more of the characters. Join CJ Hand as crime comes in
a secretive fury like the tornadoes that thunder across the Great Plains of the US.
I encourage you to read: Deadly Circles: A CJ Hand Novel (Volume 1), Mill Creek Malice: A CJ Hand Novel (Volume
2), Dead Man's Run: A CJ Hand Novel (Volume 3), Lake Of Lies: A CJ Hand Novel (Volume 4) and The 100th Meridian
Murders: A CJ Hand Novel (Volume 5) by C. G. Haberman
Review by Theodocia McLean (Book Marketing Global Network)
Genre: Mystery, Thriller & Suspense, Spies & Politics, Assassinations, Crime Fiction
Customer Reviews:
https://www.amazon.com/review/R39BNEBLI0A6GM/ref=pe_1098610_137716200_cm_rv_eml_rv0_rv
Amazon Print:
https://www.amazon.com/100th-Meridian-Murders-HandNovel/dp/1548279404/ref=tmm_pap_swatch_0?_encoding=UTF8&qid=1502039231&sr=8-1
Kindle:
https://www.amazon.com/100th-Meridian-Murders-Hand-Novelebook/dp/B074KQNHD4/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1502039231&sr=81&keywords=The+100th+Meridian+Murders
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Lake of Lies: A CJ Hand Novel (Volume 4) by C G Haberman
Two teenage boys on a deer hunt in northwest Iowa watch as a trophy buck flees before either can release an arrow.
Something in the crumbling cellar frightened the animal. Curious to know what disturbed the deer they open the shelter
door and hell erupts. The sudden failure of an outstanding student, his fiancée's new job opportunities, and a personnel
action weigh on CJ Hand. His daughter calls with news of his former wife. A disturbing past leads him back to Lincoln,
Nebraska to confront demons. At semester's end on an icy and snowy morning, his life would change once again. Dr.

Trisha Baker becomes the hunter with the intent to destroy a predator. The revenge is for her friends and herself, and
to erase the painful memory of losing her fiancé.
5 Star Review: ‘Lake Of Lies’ is just one of four, hard to put down, CJ Hand Mystery Novels written by C. G.Haberman.
Main character CJ Hand uses his love for, comfort of and the serenity of the back roads from Iowa to South Dakota to
capture its breathtaking beauty through his camera photo lens which illustrates lessons that he shares with his ecology
and botany students.
Intuitive moments and detailed memories have become part of his life since working for the Department of Justice.
While forcing himself to move forward, CJ’s past is never far behind. The news hits him hard when the parole board
releases Tom Vaughn and he knows someone must warn Tom’s wife Donette to stay alert.
A call from his daughter Meaghan stirs some of the personal demons that haunt him. A trip down memory lane brings
him back to the lake where he and his wife Marnie had spent countless, glorious hours together. He sits and stares out
across the lake to the shoreline where the shadows still hold remnants of ice and watches as several boys cast their
fishing lines into the cold water with hopes of catching a catfish. The ring of his cell phone brings him back to the
present.
His life with his fiancée Dee, his many influential friends and co-workers find their world mostly centered on the Mill
Creek State University and the surrounding communities. CJ reluctantly confides in psychologist Dr. Adriane Peterson.
Like all psychologists she asks a lot of questions, like “You said there were other students, especially female
nontraditional students with sudden grade drops, correct?” He nodded. “The question is: why the focus on Tammy
Day?”
Two boys brave the frigid temperature at the southern edge of an abandoned farmstead in hopes to “get the biggest
damn buck you ever did see.” Hiding in silence they hold their bows taught with arrows when the approaching deer
notice something and their heightened awareness and instincts cause them to bolt. Understandably upset the boys strike
out on a new hunt for the source of the hunting debacle and what they discover makes them gag.
It is more than Dr. Trisha Baker who works at Mill Creek State University in the Psychology Center can stand. She sets
out to seek revenge for her fiancé, friends and most importantly to “destroy a predator”.
I endorse ‘Lake Of Lies: A CJ Hand Novel’ by C. G. Haberman. Each book in this crime, fiction, mystery series stand
alone. I also have the privilege of reading and reviewing ‘Deadly Circles: A CJ Hand Novel (Volume 1)’. Dead Man’s
Run and Mill Creek Malice are a couple more novels in the CJ Hand series.
I encourage you to read these four CJ Hand Novels sold in both print and e-book. Enjoy the written mastery of author
C. G Haberman.
Review by Theodocia McLean (Book Marketing Global Network)
Genre: Mystery, Thriller & Suspense, Spies & Politics, Assassinations, Crime Fiction
Customer Reviews:
https://www.amazon.com/Lake-Lies-CJ-Hand-Novel/dp/1505329957/ref=la_B0095TV6B4_1_2/131-71055731225100?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1502145608&sr=1-2
Amazon Print:
https://www.amazon.com/Lake-Lies-CJ-Hand-Novel/dp/1505329957/ref=la_B0095TV6B4_1_2/131-71055731225100?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1502145608&sr=1-2
Kindle:
https://www.amazon.com/Lake-Lies-CJ-Hand-Novel-ebook/dp/B00QGBFNS6/ref=la_B0095TV6B4_1_5/1317105573-1225100?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1502145608&sr=1-5
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Dead Man's Run: A CJ Hand Novel (Volume 3) by C. G. Haberman
For CJ Hand, the corral bathed in the morning sunlight is a false sign of the day to come. Minutes after starting his run
up Deadman Road, a dense fog shrouds the canyon. In the heavy, gray mist a hushed purr from the road bend behind
him forces CJ to take cover in the stand of ponderosa pine and cottonwoods.
He waits for the danger to pass. An hour later he stares at a dead man, blood covering the understory of brown pine
needles and yellowing cottonwood leaves. The second death lay in front of CJ. The mountain lion is the focus of the
first death, but the local County Sheriff realizes something other a mountain lion lurks in Dead Man's Canyon. CJ Hand
and Tom Thies join the county sheriff, investigating the deaths.
A Black Hills mining geologist who traveled to the Nebraska Pine Ridge is the key. The first dead man might be the
answer. What they find hints at far-reaching impacts for the area and the United States.
Genre: Mystery, Thriller & Suspense, Spies & Politics, Assassinations, Crime Fiction
Customer Reviews:
https://www.amazon.com/Dead-Mans-Run-NovelNovels/dp/1482309521/ref=la_B0095TV6B4_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1502146321&sr=1-1
Amazon Print:
https://www.amazon.com/Dead-Mans-Run-NovelNovels/dp/1482309521/ref=la_B0095TV6B4_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1502146321&sr=1-1
Kindle:
https://www.amazon.com/Dead-Mans-Hand-Novels-Bookebook/dp/B00C6G1YCY/ref=tmm_kin_swatch_0?_encoding=UTF8&qid=1502146321&sr=1-1
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Mill Creek Malice: C. G. Haberman (Volume 2) by C. G. Haberman
The animal stench triggers Dawn's gag reflex. The constant grinding of stone on stone irritably attacks her frayed nerves,
and abruptly stops. Odd scratching sounds echo in her half-conscious state. She pulls herself into a sitting position and
stares at a cage door. She gasps at the thing peering into her eyes.
A year before CJ Hand arrives as the new instructor at Loess Hills Community College the former professor inexplicably
disappears. With the case going cold local law enforcement officers seek help. Investigators run into problems with the
strange case involving native plants and seek CJ's expertise.
CJ is thrust into a world of pharmaceutical collusion when he finds the rare plant in question, but he also discovers an
old ammunition box. When he opens it a nightmare begins. A geocache note inside written in a riddle, places him in
the grip of matching wits with a killer. Key to the investigation, and the game, are--a small reptilian creature and the rare
plant.
The new General Education Dean adds to CJ's mental and physical anguish, suggesting the violation of his teaching
contract. The summer class begins in two weeks and CJ has a choice to make: stop his part in the investigation or resign
from his contract.
Genre: Mystery, Thriller & Suspense, Spies & Politics, Assassinations, Crime Fiction
Customer Reviews:
https://www.amazon.com/Mill-Creek-Malice-CHaberman/dp/1479251593/ref=sr_1_5?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1502146566&sr=1-5
Amazon Print:
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Deadly Circles: A CJ Hand Novel (Volume 1) by Mr. C. G. Haberman
The pall of death hangs over two distinctly different valleys separated by eighteen-hundred miles. One a modest,
unknown channel drained by a small cool-water stream and the other a magnificent gorge carved by a roaring river that
separates two states. Unknown to a man, tormented by loss and intensifying anger, both valleys hold his fate. A bloody
mist suddenly fills a truck cab. It is not the shot but the seconds after that begins change for criminal investigator CJ
Hand. Beset with his recent loss and pent-up anger he takes leave from a tangled bureaucratic mess. Trying to find selfworth he agrees to help friends by probing the accidental drowning of a friend's son. The image of an uncomplicated
investigation is quickly shattered. CJ encounters a maze of deadly circles surrounding the death. He begins unwinding
hidden tentacles of political power and personal greed gripping Elm Creek valley. Affecting his personal life are two
intellectual and intuitive women who help him come to grips with what he has been running from, or toward, for a
decade. DEADLY CIRCLES is a fast-paced novel exposing the ugly underbelly of insidious criminal activity.
5 Star Review: Deadly Circles: A CJ Hand Novel is a fast-moving fiction crime mystery that enchants the reader with
breath taking descriptive beauty with possible environmental struggles within the Great Plains of the USA.
The main character, CJ Hand was born in Hand County, South Dakota. As a criminal investigator CJ Hand takes the
reader on a vivid pictorial trip down the winding rural roads of Nebraska into the small towns where life and love among
other things thrive with a cast of over 40 characters. The dialog flows very smooth and this reviewer can visualize this
book series becoming an excellent made for TV series.
Enjoy the descriptive beauty of the landscapes and relate with the rural folks going about their daily lives. Just keep in
mind that nothing is perfect and even here there festers a quiet under tone of mystery, personal and political greed,
crime and an unexplained death.
Haberman weaves a tale that keeps the reader turning the pages with descriptive artistry like in this quote: “A breeze
whispered through the pine and cedar trees as he entered the small acreage. Colored lichens dotted gravestones and the
stately old trees. He moved from grave to grave reading the inscriptions. Several large round, prairie-hay bales rested in
the warm autumnal sunshine in the east half of the cemetery, devoid of headstones. CJ squatted down, grasped a handful
of loose hay, examined the dried vegetation, and rolled it between his palms. The earthy, redolent grass brought a
melancholy rush. The death of a friend’s son brought him here and a tragic farm accident united him with the woman
he loved. He stood in the earthly solitude, stillness within him. A wind gust interrupted the moment. An important task
lay ahead.”
I endorse Deadly Circles: A CJ Hand Novel (Volume 1) and you can follow this book up with Mill Creek Malice (Volume
2) as the series continues to unfold under the mastery of author C. G. Haberman.

Review by Theodocia McLean (Book Marketing Global Network)
Genre: Mystery, Thriller & Suspense, Spies & Politics, Assassinations, Crime Fiction
Customer Reviews:
https://www.amazon.com/Deadly-Circles-CJ-HandNovel/dp/1479329711/ref=sr_1_8?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1502147002&sr=1-8
Amazon Print:
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Kindle:
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The Naturalists: A Historic Novel (The Hayman Saga) (Volume 1) by C. G. Haberman
Where is Nebraska? The measure lies in locating Chicago and Denver, then calculating the midpoint between the two.
There exists land called the Rainwater Basin. To find the remains of the best basins requires a calling, the calling to
understand the startling dependency of life. In the heart of the United States the last of the Hayman lineage, Chance
Hayman, experiences the nibbling erosion and decimation of this North American keystone.
The Naturalist begins in the 1820s with a minister full of desire to serve his God. Reverend Abner Hayman is not the
normal German Reformed minister. His ministerial sincerity and verve excites his Pennsylvania congregation. As with
many successful men he will gain fame and follow a path fraught with temptation, deception, and loss. His path across
the rapidly expanding nation leads him to Illinois. There he loses a son to a calling of his own.
John Hayman does not scorn the country know as the Great American Desert. Abner Hayman’s son finds a land that
fills his spiritual yearning, a land of grass and marshes that is unyielding, but teems with life and promise. It is this
young man, the naturalist, who finds love of life, land, and women who is the taproot for the future Hayman families
who fight to save the rainwater basins from extinction.
Book Genre: Historical Fiction, Mystery, Crime, History

Customer Reviews:
https://www.amazon.com/Naturalists-Historic-Novel-HaymanSaga/dp/1482779056/ref=sr_1_7?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1502147002&sr=1-7
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The Naturalists A Historic Novel of the Hayman Family: Volume 2 by C. G. Haberman
Gripped by a spiritual call, John Hayman found the land of his dreams. The land tested him, but he learned to live with
it and survived to foster a land ethic.
In the second volume of The Naturalists, the new era of John’s three sons unfolds, and they are as diverse as the land.
The youngest, Henry, focuses on what his father dreamed about: a peaceful land covered with grass and marshes. As
more people settle the area, Henry faces changing land use that gives little thought to the effects. His life is not without
personal heartaches and devastating emotional discoveries.
Over the first half of the 20th century, he and his youngest son, Jacob, follow the path recorded in journals that have
become the focus for future Hayman naturalists. A deep family unrest threatens to forever change the Haymans and
the land on which they thrive. Out of this turmoil, Jacob emerges to face the trying task of altering the path that threatens
the Rainwater Basin and his family.
Will Jacob’s son inherit a tranquil path to the 21st Century?
Book Genre: Historical Fiction, Mystery, Crime, History

Customer Reviews:
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About C. G. Haberman: C. G. Haberman was born and raised in south-central Nebraska.
For ten years he taught the biological sciences in two Nebraska high schools. He left education to take a position with
the Nebraska environmental agency and over the next ten years moved through the ranks. His positions took him
throughout Nebraska while working on surface and groundwater quality issues, wetlands, and a uranium mining
proposal.
After Nebraska, C. G. worked in Washington and South Dakota, expanding his environmental work into the areas of
enforcement, air quality and hazardous and solid waste. Before retiring he returned to teach for ten more years as a
community college instructor and as an adjunct at a liberal arts college in Hastings, Nebraska.
Using his education and experience, he involved students by presenting real-life issues through Problem-Based Learning
and hands-on field experiences.
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